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Critique of Conventional Morality in D.H. Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s Lover 

Abstract  

 D.H. Lawrence’s 1928 novel Lady Chatterley’s Lover critiques the 

conventional moral practices by rewriting the rules of sexual pleasure beyond 

conjugal life through depiction of inadequacies of the morality of Methodist church to 

govern the married state of Clifford and Constance. It is at any circumstantial edges 

around physical fascination. In human life common delights are inevitable. An 

operational necessity for each person to shower one after the other. D.H. Lawrence's 

artistic journey for each individual character in a complex nature in Lady 

Chatterley’s Lover unfolds entire human phenomena. This study uses textual 

interpretation to analyze the issues relevant to all human being. This research has 

done on the critique of conventional morality deriving insights from Friedrich 

Nietzsche's theoretical works. At every circumstantial edge it is around physical 

value. The creation of delights during human life is inevitable. Every person has a 

functioning need to rainstorm one after another. Human being's circumstantial edge 

surrounds physical value in the delights amid moral.  

Key Words: Morality, Orgasm, Convention, Disenchantment, Methodist Church, 

Instinctual pleasure 

 In Lady Chatterley’s Lover (1928), D.H. Lawrence shows the limits of 

Methodist Church in maintaining the sexual mores of society by presenting Lady 

Chatterley as the boldest character who can cross the boarders of conjugal life in 

pursuit of the physical pleasure. Constance is dissatisfied from her relationship with 

Clifford and unsettles her inner zeal in pleasure seeking. Methodist Church liberates 

freedom of individual integrity in maintaining beliefs. An integrity of maintaining 

faith befalls its inadequacies of Church regulation. Constance losses her control with 
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Mellors and adoring degree weakens her in the absence of husband in his physical 

incapable of pleasing wife. Understanding of ideas of sexuality and romance beyond 

marriage displays impulses of biological pleasure. She transgress from the marital 

bond by involving with Mellors’s in a relationship seeking physical pleasure. Her 

transgression starts from the point when she trespasses not being within the marital 

bond by involving with an outsider for sexual pleasure. 

 To expose decline of conventional morality in the age of industrialization 

and outcome of war effects, People are shocked in depression resulting to act in 

conscious or in unconscious for living. The challenge of conventional morality shows 

the progress of an artistic statement of a complex nature in moral laws within human 

thinking. The complexities and limitation arouse sense of simultaneous evolution for 

future. The interaction within every human being with various themes of conventional 

morality in industrialized people emphasizes freedom of physical pleasures. It shows 

the fissures and shortcoming in maintaining vital roles for regulating moral codes in 

culminates in human life. In search for physical pleasure people evolves flexibility 

from one station to other, one person to another, weaker to more grounded, clumsier 

to wealthy. Constance moves to Mellor's for enchant life. Each individual looks 

present day put for an opportunity in life.  

 The objective of this research is to examine human life to harmonize in the 

midst of turmoil of insufficiencies and physical displeasure under moral codes. Carnal 

desires and moral codes are conflicting and contradicting subject matter to the people 

to maintain healthy environmental marital relationships. All people faces challenges, 

deterrence and peace and concordance in awful practice versa. No one receives 

sorrow and happiness at a time rather it comes and passes. It helps to understand all 

the areas of sorrows and happiness in human life. It shows the combination of sad and 
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joy that human have to go with while living life on the face of the earth. Both physical 

and spiritual treatments are necessary. These necessities are to be taken artistically 

and transition in the age of reasoning.   

In Lady Chatterley’s Lover (1928), D.H. Lawrence shows the limits of 

Methodist church in maintaining the sexual mores of society by presenting Lady 

Chatterley as the bold character who can cross the borders of conjugal life in pursuit 

of the physical pleasure. David Herbert Lawrence was Arthur Lawrence and Lydia 

Beardsall’s fourth child born in 1885 in Eastwood, Nottinghamshire, England. His 

schooling in Beauvale Board School he won a scholarship to Nottingham High 

School. After leaving school in 1901 he was employed as a clerk at the Nottingham 

firm of Haywards, manufacturers of surgical appliances, and from 1902 he involved 

as a pupil teacher at the British School in Eastwood. He attended the Pupil-Teacher 

Centre in Ilkeston from 1904 and in 1906 took up a teacher-training scholarship at 

University College, Nottingham. After qualifying in 1908 he took up a teaching post 

at the Davidson School in Croydon, remaining there until 1912. Lawrence left his 

teaching post to return to Nottinghamshire, shortly afterwards eloping to Germany 

with Frieda Weekley, the wife of Professor Ernest Weekley. They returned to England 

to register their marriage at Kensington Register Office on 14
th

 July. In 1919 they left 

England once more for extensive travelling within Europe and then further afield to 

Ceylon, Australia, Mexico and New Mexico. Lawrence returned to Europe with 

Frieda in 1925. He spent much time in Italy, wrote Lady Chatterley’s Lover and 

published in 1928. His visit to Vence in the south of France he died on 2 March 1930.  

D.H. Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s Lover was published by the Tipografia 

Giuntina Press, Italy in1928. This novel is a thought provoking masterpiece designed 

to affect a change within its readers. Explicit treatment of its subject matter of the 
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adulterous affair between a sexually unfulfilled upper-class married woman and the 

gamekeeper who works for the estate owned by her husband. The story takes bodily 

into the world of its characters. It reshapes the individual's views on sex and love. It 

challenges conventional morality of Methodist Christian practice shifts into secular 

state of living an individual and social life. Lady Chatterley is representative fictional 

character in England. Her husband Clifford is unable to fulfill her sexual desire due to 

paralysis down below waist. His love and care depended on words and the social rules 

above him understating of sexual needs of his own married wife Constance. Lady 

Chatterley struggles to be with the gamekeeper Mellors for physical pleasure who was 

also in a strained sexual desire after his life being estranged by his wife Bertha. She 

steps both sides. For noble she cling on her married spouse Clifford and for physical 

joy she chases gamekeeper Mellors.  

Britain joined in First World War. The war caused millions in physical disable 

and psychological wounds, masculinity had to be redefined as the war left a lot of 

men vulnerable and weak. Lost limbs, and to replace with plastic surgery. After war 

effects things took changes place such as an official uniform of clergyman wore 

obscure entirely the fact that he was a man like any other man. Woman suffrage 

movement was in rise. Coal miners’ reduction of wages and increase working hours in 

order to survive a collapse in the industry. The war had destroyed the class system 

leaving the population unsure of social background. Especially the middle class lost 

the faith in their social status experiencing poverty for the first time. Sexual and 

communicative crises increased in relationships and broken relation in Britain’s 

historical context. 

Lady Constance Reid known as Connie and Clifford Chatterley marries. After 

sometimes World War First brakes and Clifford involves in the war. In the war he 

https://www.coursehero.com/lit/Lady-Chatterleys-Lover/character-analysis/#Clifford_Chatterley
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injures and returns to England paralyzed from the waist down. The couple moves to 

Wragby, the estate near the coal-mining village becomes a meeting place for young 

intellectuals who went to school with Clifford, and they often spend the evenings 

talking. Clifford takes up writing, and Connie types. 

At first Connie is substance with their life and accept they have a strong 

intimacy. Over time she grows restless and begins to wonder about the meaning of it 

all. Her life with Clifford seems to be missing something, and she has an affair with 

Michaelis, one of the young visitors. He is so pleased with how nice she is to him. 

They sleep together when he visits, and sometimes they meet in London. There comes 

a time Clifford tells Connie he would like a child so he could pass Wragby down to 

him and preserve it as part of Old England. He tells her he would not mind if she get 

pregnant by another man. A few days later Connie and Clifford meet Mellors, when 

they are walking in the woods. Connie's affair with Michaelis ends when he returns to 

Wragby after an extended absence. Connie and he sleeps together, and this time he 

gets angry at Connie's inability to fulfill his sexual desire with him. He blows out at 

her and calls her selfish. Shocked to the prime phase, she swears off all men.  

Connie sees Oliver Mellors washing himself outside his cottage. The sight of 

his pale, white body stirs something in her, and she wants to know more about him. 

That night she undresses and stares at her naked body in her bedroom mirror. Her 

body is soft and no longer ripe. She cries herself to sleep and grows even bitterer 

toward Clifford. Eventually Connie reaches out to her sister, Hilda Reid, who comes 

to Wragby and is upset with her sister's poor health and her husband's obliviousness 

of it. Hilda takes Connie to a doctor in London, who tells her there is nothing wrong 

with her, but she is suffering from nerves and needs to do something enjoyable to 

restore her health. Hilda demands Clifford get someone other than his personal needs 
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to help Connie. He hires, a former parish nurse. After Mrs. Bolton comes, Connie is 

freed from caring for Clifford and begins emotionally separated from Clifford by 

spending more time alone and by going out to the woods. 

During one of her outings in the woods she discovers a hut in a clearance 

where Mellors has built chicken pens. Connie finds the spot and finds chickens 

restful, she enjoys just sitting there watching the chickens and Mellors. But he does 

not like the intrusion on his privacy. He, too, finds the clearance and hut a refuge from 

the world. Being a man who desires solitude, he dislikes Connie's presence, but he 

cannot command her to leave as she is his boss's wife. Connie asks for a key to the 

hut, which increases the threat to his carefully sheltered world, but eventually he gives 

her. As Connie comes almost every day and he attends to the chickens every day, they 

start to communicate and get to know each other. Connie sparks a desire in Mellors he 

wants to extinguish. He knows from his unhappy past that being involved with a 

woman will cause him pain. He cannot reduce his desire, though. Connie also feels a 

physical attraction to him and is glad to have someone be attracted to her neglected by 

her husband. 

Connie and Mellors experiences several struggles in which they deal with their 

individual fears. Both initially have a great reluctance to embrace their relationship, 

despite their physical attraction. Mellors does not want to be open to a woman, fearing 

he will be scorched as he has been in the past from his wife. At first Connie wants to 

keep the relationship strictly physical and resist emotional entanglement. This proves 

problematic, and then resists the physical emotions. They eventually resolve these 

conflicts and declare their love for each other. Now they face conflict of getting 

together. Both are married but from different social classes. They need to divorce 

their spouses and find a way to live together.  
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Mellors needs to be engaged in some type of work to fill needs. Connie leaves 

for Venice with her sister for several weeks. She plans to pretend she had an affair 

during the trip as she is pregnant. While she receives letters from her husband, Mrs. 

Bolton, and Mellors. In his letter Mellors explains that after he filed for divorce his 

estranged wife, now enraged, demanded he take her back, breaking into his cottage 

and refusing to leave; Mellors went to live with his mother. His wife, Bertha Coutts, 

spreads all kinds of information about Mellors with everyone who would listen. She 

relays extensive details about their past sexual activity and reported another woman, 

Lady Chatterley who had visited Mellors at his cottage. He informs Connie her 

husband, Clifford Chatterley, has fired him and he is moving to London. 

Connie leaves for Venice and meets Mellors in London. They discusses the 

obstacles in their path and renew their commitment to each other. Connie plans a 

scheme in which she will claim Duncan Forbes, a young man who had once been in 

love with her and who had vacationed in Venice at the same time as her, is her unborn 

child's father. She writes to Clifford to divorce her. Clifford in reply says need to talk 

things over her in person, then she reluctantly returns to Wragby. Her attempts to 

persuade Clifford to divorce her are unsuccessful, and she reveals Mellors is her lover 

and that she loves him and is going to live with him. Connie leaves Wragby and lives 

with her sister in Scotland while waiting for Mellors to get his divorce. Though they 

separate, their love remains strong, and Mellors makes plans for a small farm where 

they can live together in the future.   

Clifford and Mrs. Bolton fascinates each other in sexual appeal. Connie does 

not likes Clifford physically she excites mentally herself with him. Clifford no longer 

resents Bolton taking care of him and even seems to like her physical ministrations, 

finding sensory gratification when she touches his face. Just as his personal nurse, she 
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considers herself somewhat elevated, or special. Mrs. Bolton eventually comes to 

realize that there is nothing different about Clifford from all men. Connie does not 

enjoy with Clifford. Mrs. Bolton is pleased to spend time with him.  Connie observes 

their interactions and views Clifford’s true colors of a vulgar, a common, and 

uninspired rather fat. 

Bolton loves Clifford. She gossips about the villagers and their living. Her 

talks lead to the topic of the mines and inspire Clifford to take a renewed interest in 

them. He decides to get involved in the industrial production of coal to reverse the 

colliers' decline and prevent the mines' closures. He switches his focus to coal-mining 

technology for the very real, practical, and worthy cause of discovering a way to make 

the local pits more productive. He now goes down to the pit every day and grills the 

managers and engineers. This gives him a sense of purpose and power, and he feels 

reborn. He realizes his gradual dying he has been through with Connie, in the isolated 

private life of the artist. His new goal is to create a new concentrated fuel from coal. 

He feels he has finally achieved his lifelong secret to get passionately interested in 

something outside of himself. He feels endeavor from Mrs. Bolton, with whom he 

shares a comfortable intimacy.  

Clifford and Connie goes strolling in the woods. They discuss coal miner 

strikes, social class and labor relations, and economic systems, among other things. 

Clifford believes someone needs to be in power to own and run the industries. Connie 

challenges his stance. Clifford throws back at her that they take their responsibilities 

more seriously than she takes her ladyship. Connie defends her ladyship. Her 

responsibility is to make family sure continue to have access to education, sanitation, 

political liberty, and work opportunities. She debates they are being sold and paid, as 

aristocratic families have taken away from the people their natural life and manhood, 
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and given them this industrial horror. Clifford professing all people have the freedom 

to work and create their own lives and Connie argues people are not as free as he says 

because of industrialization's power. 

Their heated discussion leads Connie to hate Clifford. Clifford claims the 

workers are not even men. He thinks they are animals. He asserts the colliers are no 

different from Nero's slaves or men who work in assembly-line car factories. They are 

the masses, the unchangeable, and, for the most part lack individuality. Furthermore 

they lack the ability to rule themselves. Clifford considers himself their ruler, and he 

intends for his heir to rule them too. Connie bursts out the heir may not be of the 

ruling class, as he won't be Clifford's biological child. Clifford asserts as long as the 

child has normal intelligence and health, he can make him perfectly competent. 

After emitting off his ideas Clifford starts up his wheelchair, rolls over some 

flowers, and they continue their walk. They notice how beautiful everything is, with 

the new spring growth appearing everywhere. Clifford decides to go on to the spring, 

hoping the chair will make it. On the way to the hut, Mellors signals and asks Connie 

if they are going to the hut. He reminds Connie he will meet her at the park gate that 

night and brushes her breast before she runs off to catch up with Clifford. On their 

return trip Clifford's wheelchair struggles to get up the climb, and he rolls it over 

some flowers. It gets stuck, and he decides to rest the engine before starting again. 

Connie suggests Mellors can push the chair, but Clifford is determined to get it started 

without help. He keeps trying to restart the engine but gets nowhere.  

He finally sounds the alarm for Mellors. He takes a quick look and tells 

Clifford he knows nothing about mechanical things. He sees nothing broken and urges 

Clifford to run the engine hard. After numerous attempts and rude orders to Mellors, 

Clifford gets the chair to move raggedly, and Mellors pushes it. When Clifford learns 
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Mellors is pushing it, he demands him to stop and let the chair work on its own. 

Mellors complies and watches as Clifford keeps trying to use his power to make the 

chair move. All his efforts fail, and Mellors ends up pushing the enraged Clifford 

back to Wragby. 

Connie realizes, she hates Clifford definitely. She later rips Clifford and asks 

why he was so rude to Mellors. They fight about whether Clifford should have any 

sympathy or consideration for the gamekeeper, especially considering his fragile state. 

Connie states Mellors is as much a man as Clifford. Clifford replies he pays him for 

his work and gives him a house and thus Mellors owes any services he demands of 

him. Connie points out Clifford is not a ruler. He merely has more money than others, 

and he bullies them into working for him by threatening them with starvation. Connie 

is ashamed of Clifford and tells him before going to her room, muttering Clifford 

cannot buy her and she needn't stay with him any longer. She calls him a dead soul. 

Her plan does not work out well. When she goes to dinner Clifford argues with her. 

Now she visualizes him as a skeleton, clutching at her and trying to impose its will on 

her. Later at night she goes out with the intent to stay the entire night with Mellors. 

Connie and Mellors work to deal with the difficulties in their relationship. Connie 

persuades to give the child tender care and he will counteract any of the negative 

effects of the world. Both discusses the challenges and decides the best together until 

his divorce is final. This means they'll be apart when the baby is born. 

Both Mellors and Connie meet with Hilda Reid, who disapproves their 

relationship for getting pregnant before getting married. Mellors deeply dislikes the 

idea, saying it "murders all the bowels of compassion in a man. His attitude repels 

Forbes, who condemns it for its sickly sentiment. Forbes agrees to pass himself off as 

the father of Connie's unborn child as long as she poses as a model for something he 
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has tried to persuade her to do without success. They makes the deal, with Connie 

about modeling him, especially, if it paves the way to life together for Mellors and 

her. She knows Forbes won't touch her, and she doesn't care what ideas he gets in his 

head about her body or how he paints her.  

Connie Chatterley write her husband and tells him she has fallen in love with 

another man, is staying at Duncan Forbes’s flat, and wants him to divorce her. She tell 

him she is sorry but she is not eh right person for him and hopes he will see it for the 

best because he didn’t care about her personally. The news does not come as a 

surprise, but it still hits Clifford hard. He calls for Mrs. Bolton and has her read the 

letter. I an attempt to prevent Clifford working himself into hysteria, she begins 

weeping. This prompts Clifford to cry. Mrs. Bolton draws him to her bosom as if he 

were a baby, strokes his hair, and offers soothing words to calm his self-pity. Clifford 

has a good cry, and Mrs. Bolton rocks and kisses him until he falls asleep. From this 

point on Clifford develops an infantile relationship with Mrs. Bolton. He often rests 

his face in her breasts, touches her breasts with a strange perversion, holds her hands, 

and seeks out her kisses.  

Clifford writes Connie and demands she keep her word and return to Wragby 

to talk things over with him. Connie tries to avoid meeting with him as she is now 

afraid of him, but Clifford writes a letter saying if she does not come, he will expect 

her to return someday and will act accordingly. Connie goes to Wragby with her 

sister, Hilda Reid. When she talks with Clifford privately, he rips into her for not 

keeping her word, but she is unapologetic. He is filled with rage, mostly because her 

refusal to submit to his will, has destroyed his manly existence, and derangement of 

his personality. They discuss why Connie wants to leave. Clifford refuses to believe 

she loves Duncan Forbes. Connie argues he does not have to believe it, he only has to 
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divorce her, and should divorce her because she no longer wants to live with him and 

doesn't really want her anyway. Clifford objects to giving her a divorce. He gives two 

reasons to support his case: Since she is his wife, he wants her to stay under his roof 

in dignity, and he does not want any disruption in his order of life. 

 Connie argues she is not in love with him, must be away from him, and must 

live with the man she loves. Clifford dismisses what she wants and says what he 

wants is all that matters. He also dismisses her love for Duncan Forbes and says he 

doesn't believe in that love. He insists she cares more for him than for Forbes. Connie 

then tells him whom she does love. He responds by saying she ought to be wiped off 

the face of the earth. He is stunned she wants to marry Oliver Mellors, bear his name, 

and have his child. He tells her she is insane, perverted women who must run after 

depravity. And he declares he will not divorce her. Connie packs up her possessions 

and makes arrangements for them to be shipped. Before leaving, she talks to Mrs. 

Bolton and asks if she will notify her if Clifford agrees to grant her a divorce in the 

future. Connie then moves to Scotland and lives with Hilda. Mellors is living in the 

country and works on a farm. He is still planning to get a divorce, even though Connie 

will not be getting soon. Once he gets the divorce, he plans for Connie to join him. He 

hopes to have his own small farm sometime in the future. 

In late September Mellors sends Connie a letter. He expects to be divorced by 

March and plans to keep quiet until then. He tells Connie not to worry about Clifford 

as hopefully he will leave her alone and change his mind about the divorce in the 

future. He describes the farm, gives his opinions of industrial problems, and expresses 

his feelings for Connie and his hopes for their future. Despite being frightened 

because of all that is wrong with the world and the complications related to his 

personal situation, he is confident nothing can extinguish his wanting her. He expects 
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both will be together in the New Year. He trusts and believes in what they share and 

considers little flame between them. Only thing in the world, their love based in sex 

matters to him. Even though they are physically apart, they are still together. 

On shifting of old values for personal salvation Professor Schwarzmann, 

Georg M. reviews, “[I]t is not a political revolution I want, but a shifting of the racial 

system of values from the old morality and personal salvation through a Mediator to 

the larger morality and salvation through the knowledge that one's neighbor is 

oneself” (91). The shifting of old values continues in one’s oneself drives ahead in 

search of exotic pleasure with men she admires. Her passion pushes ahead leaving all 

the moralities behind leads her to neither here nor there. She does not like to leave 

Clifford in marital state and she does not likes to leave Mellors in sexual pleasure.    

Sexual pleasures of lady Chatterley have halted completely with her husband 

due to war injury waist down and adventures in an exotic way with Mollros in her life 

expedition Professor Rooks, Amanda Kane claims, “[T]he years have not been kind to 

Lady Chatterley. Nor for that matter have the movies. Scandalous in her day, the 

sexual adventures of D H Lawrence's best known novel has matured into something 

of a pop culture joke, remembered less as a symbol of erotic liberation than a soft-

core staple of late-night cable” (1). It is about the sexual adventures of Lady 

Chatterley.  

Connie's desire of temporal elopement for physical pleasure Gerald Doherty 

finds in the Lady Chatterley’s Lover’s case study, “Lawrence strips away figural 

disguise and reinforces the illusion of unmediated transparency. Connie's voyeuristic 

contemplation of Mellors, washing in solitude, offers an exemplary instance of the 

literal's epiphanic force” (121). Connie fascinates in his stature. She is tempted in 

seduction. Paul Hadfield & Henderson asserts, “The manor becomes a cenotaph for 
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the dead weight of an academia of Lord Clifford’s sterile life lived in the gloomy 

dungeon of the mind. The surrounding fecund woodland becomes that of a fairytale 

forest around the sleeping bosom beauty of Constance Chatterley” (1). Clifford grows 

crude and Chatterley blooms in fairy motion.  

For intellectual artistic circulation Connie's acts are thought provoking  as 

Lawyer Abe Krash writes, “(T)he sexual act with a kind of reverence; the four-letter 

words and the descriptions of the sexual act were relevant to a legitimate artistic 

purpose” (1353). The sexual act of Lady Chatterley’s Lover is best suited for artistic 

circulation for the intellectuals, researchers and scholars. The writer Kingsley Widmer 

reviews, “[I]n researched detail and psychological analysis […] material for the 

Chatterley’s, seems even more overdone. But the relentless assumption of this long 

book is that the "making" consists mostly of biographical relationships and motives” 

(332). Relationships and motives of characters are artistically thought provoking for 

researchers, interested people can do inductive studies and research more.   

The new awareness from the conventional moral practices seen through 

Connie's life the writer David Pickering notes, “[T]he revelatory passages of Connie's 

responses to stimuli, but with the difference that the outward spiral of repetition 

moving Connie to a new level of awareness becomes now a loop” (437). She moves 

ahead in unending circle of passion. Catholic priest and writer Fergus Kerr brings 

scene from travels, “[E]loquent feel for the shape of place, flora and fauna, is familiar. 

One might draw attention to 'Nottingham and mining countryside', a fine essay, which 

explores the incubus of industrialism far more coherently and responsibly than one 

would expect of the author of Lady Chatterley’s Lover. The industrial problem arises 

from the base forcing of all human energy into a competition and mere acquisition” 

(341). 
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This study raises Friedrich Nietzsche’s concept to interpret Methodist 

Christian morality. It includes confinement to the British context.  Nietzsche’s 

attempts on morality both for its commitment to untenable descriptive empirical 

claims about human agency, as well as for the deleterious impact of its distinctive 

norms and values on the flourishing of the highest types of human beings. His 

positive ethical views of consequentialist perfectionism as implicit theory of the good, 

a conception of human perfection involving both formal and substantive elements. 

This research focuses on text base analysis solely based on library consultation and 

internet provisioned relevant materials. The project relies on qualitative approach 

finding research conclusion. It focuses on describing advantages and disadvantages of 

each gaps and accounts, their practical applicability to generate meanings. Friedrich 

Nietzsche’s Morality theory to frames critiquing on conventional morality in D.H. 

Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s Lover, raises the issue of sexuality in his work maps of 

literary art.  

This study helps to clear shadowed moral values in modern western world. 

Sexual desires are biological needs restricted under the social class, intellectuality and 

socio-political culture. It is sensible to drive traditional pattern of living a life in 

meaning making society. Rejection of old values and seeking new meanings are 

explored. Further this research opens the window for the concern individual and 

organizational body, interested persons in the field of critique of morality in the 

Lawrence’s novel Lady Chatterley’s Lover. This study benefits persons and 

organizations, libraries, intellectuals, scholars, and researcher in the field of critique 

of morality, cause of sexual problems in marriage life and find some solution for the 

issues related to the problem. The novelist critique conventional morality instead of 

immersing into it in life which Clifford deals, his wife’s aristocratic class, and 
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marriage issues where she abandons biblical way of fulfilling each other’s physical 

sexual needs. Lady Chatterley struggles what had attempted with the gamekeeper 

Mellors as a sexual partner, who, was also in a strained sexual desire after his life 

being estranged by his wife Bertha. Both lovers try each other’s need fulfilling, 

understanding each other’s desires, affection and attachment with mind and body.   

This research delimits on the challenging conventional morality after First 

World War in the work progress in which how marriage bond happen to fluctuate in 

aristocratic class and mingles in a middle class after the war effects. It investigates 

treatment of characters in their patriarchal notion of wealth and dominion in relation 

to marital relationship. It unfolds how human desire brakes clouds of social 

restrictions. Class assimilation and changes taken place as consumption in the rational 

way. It does not contain data base analysis. It involves how conventional morality has 

challenged in British Society.  

D.H. Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s Lover (1928) presents the failure of the 

Methodist Church in regulating inner biological needs of the people as the innate 

tendency in human by bringing into Constance the wild self in quest of physical 

pleasure outside marriage. The war effect transmits protestant Christian denomination 

fails toregulate inner biological wishes of the people, the cause of the innate tendency 

in human, movement of sexual pleasure meted out in life. The wild self in quest of 

individual physical pleasure shown beyond customary marriage of Constance. She 

seeks to reach conformity to physical pleasure beyond church regulation. Constance, 

an individual pleasure seeker enjoys solitariness as the rector in duty, in the sex 

adventure within the body a sensation permits to adrenaline in nonconformist 

highway. The freedom of woman infinites in relation on the sex thing, could yield to a 

man without her inner, free self. A woman could use sex thing to have power over 
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him. Constance desires her wildness above a man. A philosopher, Friedrich Nietzsche 

assertions in realm of wild nature rests beyond human made moral codes. Self-

freedom, and quester as in Nietzsche’s doctrine of self-creation gives nature rein in its 

wildness. Constance’s wild self after the war effects and her husband’s sterility 

endorses to quest physical pleasure exterior to marriage. This section presents the 

failure of the Methodist Church as the savior of the convention, the overwhelming 

power of the inner, biological desire for pleasure and finally the recourse of the 

protagonist beyond marriage to attain the biological gratification breaking the 

morality of the existing society.  

Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s Lover (1928) presents the failure of the 

Methodist Church in regulating inner biological needs of the people as the innate 

tendency in human by bringing into Constance the wild self in quest of physical 

pleasure outside marriage. Church devotes the state for individual freedom in the war 

of defense against aggression, aftermath of the World War I its effect leaves many 

changes in the society. Vast rays of economic fluctuation and the physical frailty 

results the society to seek new things. The Methodist Church pays interests of the 

state in the unrest political and social turmoil in subsequent decline of Church 

Governance as an ongoing tendencies. The governing church as the Savior of the 

conventions no longer holds the power over existing moral practices. D.H. 

Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s Lover shows the protagonist Constance’s seeking 

pleasure beyond conjugal life, resulting from spiritual, moral, cultural, socio-political 

lapses in the role of the Methodist Church in Europe.  

Dissatisfaction of the Methodist Church as the savior of the convention's 

failure is shown in Lawrence's Lady Chatterley's Lover. The Methodist Church’s 

rector does not hold the role model in economic transformation. Financial condition 
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after World War I falls apart in disjunction. Affected in cleric, Miners and 

Aristocrats’ life breakdown. Physical conveniences and pleasures are sought out from 

the existing state. Constance also known as Connie indulges in sex with multiple men, 

apart from her husband Clifford. She craves with Michaelis friend of her husband, an 

aristocrat, gamekeeper Mellors, a miner, a working class man and others. In her 

sexual quest Connie gets sexual satisfaction from Michaelis and she becomes 

cheerful. In Lady Chatterley’s Lover Connie’s extremity in fulfilling sexual pleasure 

Lawrence exhales. “She still wanted the physical, sexual thrill she could get with him 

by her own activity, his little orgasm being over” (32). She was terrifically cheerful, 

used all her aroused cheerfulness and satisfaction to stimulate. Her wild-self became 

happy in freeing from the existing morality. German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche, 

Nietzsche On the Genealogy of Morality claims, “In things in which no tradition 

commands there is no morality; and the less life is determined by tradition, the 

smaller the circle of morality. The free human being is immoral because in all things 

he is determined to depend upon himself and not upon a tradition” (133). Peter 

Lehman remarks that woman’s discontent is quelled when a working-class man, often 

tied closely to physical pleasure in Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s Lover. This segment 

presents the disjunction of the Methodist Church as the defender of the tradition the 

overviewing control of natural want for joy and at long lasting response of the 

protagonist to achieve the natural satisfaction breaking the profound quality of the 

existing society.  

 The spiritual realm in shaping up uniformity fails as Methodist Church 

undergoes in personal and societal reign. Worldly space in forming up consistency 

comes up brief as Methodist Church experiences in individual and societal run in the 

exterior. Spiritual space shadowed by the overwhelming situation. In Lady 
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Chatterley’s Lover, Lawrence writes, “…official uniform as the clergymen wore was 

enough to obscure entirely the fact that he was a man like any other man” (17). The 

archetype of priesthood fails on the course of time as the philosopher, Friedrich 

Nietzsche’s comparable perspectives are; “The priestly ideal, springs from, even 

though it is the harmful ideal par excellence a will to the end, a decadence ideal.” 

echoed in his autobiography Ecce Homo How to Become What You Are (76). There 

lies no consistence in church regulation among the changing mindsets of the state. 

The historian, Keith Robbins claims, “In 1902 the Primitive Methodists decided to 

move beyond mere ‘Connexionalism’ and designate themselves a church” (7). As the 

practices of moving beyond mere connection flux takes place in the Methodist Church 

Regulation in British soil. This section presents the failure of the Methodist Church as 

the regulator of the existing society. 

 Orders of the Methodist Church fails in Clifford’s conjugal life of political 

ground. Church restrains amendable aesthetics, it does not hold restriction in sexual 

relationship beyond marriage bond of Constance. Society and religion has its own 

values in aesthetics realm in maintaining the teachings of Jesus Christ, the Rabbi 

among Christians. Significantly, for generation, biblical marriage value of man and 

woman forms the sole moral context for the natural sexual union in the Christian faith 

which have been terminated in the life of Constance. The Church as the savior, 

safeguarding the teachings’ of Jesus Christ in regard to conjugal bond could not 

embrace the set value. Constance argues with the men over philosophical, 

sociological and artistic matters and with lusty free, does what she wants. Love life 

becomes minor accompaniment. 

 The sex was confined within martial bond and was ancient and corrupt 

associations and subjection often glorified by the poets presently treats sex as a 
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diversion of freedom. People gives priority for convenience in life and physical 

pleasure as their prime goal. Old values are discarded and new things are freely 

practiced to consider as an achievement in individual life. The novelist Lawrence in 

Lady Chatterley’s Lover coins, “The beautiful pure freedom of a woman was 

infinitely more wonderful than any sexual love. They insisted on the sex thing like 

dogs” (9). Sex has its own unfathomable streams in its course, its biological needs are 

inevitable to the human. The German philosopher, Friedrich Nietzsche relates a 

commentator’s saying in his book On Morality writes, “It strikes us as an alien agency 

within, striving for life and procreation blindly, mediated only secondarily by 

consciousness. Instinctive sexuality is at our core, interfering constantly with the life” 

(pp55-6). And another writer Preston Farmbrough insists on ‘The Sexual Landscapes 

of D.H. Lawrence pens, “Lawrence seems to be reminding the reader, perhaps himself 

as well, that if the return to more primitive religions and beliefs entails danger, the 

refusal to stand in awe of anything invites death and insanity”(1). It indicates that in 

fear of danger Lawrence’s assumption of sex does not stay under the regulation of 

Methodist Church values. This section presents the jeopardy of the Methodist Church 

in position to maintain as a savior of the Christian Moral Values in the Church 

governance. This segment deals the transformation into new state of freedom on sex 

beyond existing values that state of Methodist Church has monitoring conjugal life of 

Clifford and Constance.  

Physical pleasures are natural needs in human life which isn't confined by any 

rules and control. Constance and her sister Hilda were sexually experienced girls after 

war age. D.H. Lawrence assumes, “And If after the roused of these vivid and soul-

enlightened discussions the sex thing became more or less inevitable, then let it” (10). 

Physical need in human being wraps sexually orchestrated creatures of far reaching 
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wonders. Nietzsche in his The Will to Power comments, “Our desires want to violate 

things with a protracted passion-their accumulated strength seeks resistance” (491). 

The physical desires seeks to resist the man-made rules to follow the burning passion 

of biological need.  The professor Julian Moynahan states, “The sexual scenes 

succeeding the first really add nothing new. Connie has her moments of resistance” 

(85). Connie defenses her own position to quest the biological pleasure. Her 

determinative position leads find sexual appetite beyond conjugal life. D.H. Lawrence 

pens in Lady Chatterley’s Lover “In the actual sexual thrill within the body, the sisters 

nearly succumbed to the strange male power. But quickly they recovered themselves, 

took the sex thrill as a sensation, and remained free” (11). Thus, this section presents 

sexual desires in human beings are biological needs that cannot be restricted by the 

moral codes rather body seeks physical satisfaction in sensation.  

 Socio-economic orgasm fails in D.H. Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s Lover 

conveys disruption in the life of Miners and Aristocrat’s class. Miner Mellors shoves 

into the woods and war paralyzed Clifford struggles with the suspension of wheel 

chair. Lady Chatterley thrives in-between gamekeeper Mellors, whom unable to move 

with and does not desire to forsake Clifford though weak in lower body part. The 

political conditions of war causes economic failure in the Lady Chatterley’s Lover.  

She feels cataclysm aftermath of World War First more or less scramble, “The war 

had brought the roof down over her head. And she had realized that one must live and 

learn” (1). She does not have option in her life. Her life faces economic inadequacies, 

crippled husband and will have no offspring in the future. A dark future awaiting. 

Nicolas A. Lambert writes, “…The British economy was already crippled and the 

state teetering on the brink of a financial crisis” (435). One hand cripple economy and 
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at other hand Clifford’s waist down completely cripple makes Constance unable to 

stay static with her married husband and seek physical pleasure beyond conjugal life. 

 This section has presented the failure of the Methodist Church as the 

regulator of the convention, spiritual guide and savior of the Christian Morality. 

Spiritual realm fails within the church. The protagonist practices freedom of physical 

orgasm beyond marriage. Socio-economic, political orgasm and sexual orgasm fails in 

the course of time. Constance’s convention of sex overwhelms the inner, biological 

desire for pleasure and finally spiritual realms in the orders of Methodist Church fails 

to recourse the protagonist beyond marriage to attain the biological gratification 

breaking the morality of the existing society. 

D.H. Lawrence in Lady Chatterley’s Lover (1928) shows the departure of 

Methodist Christian Denomination’s prowess of male sexual power by presenting the 

boldest woman character, Lady Chatterley, who, crosses the boarders of marital bond 

in pursuit of physical pleasure. The male power loses grip in the degradation of coal-

mining industry after the World War First. Clifford Chatterley, a soulless and 

emasculated man unable to determine in conjugal life in his diminishing position. His 

wife Constance Chatterley, Indeed, grows in power to go beyond married life in 

search of physical pleasure, and her sexual desire is no longer overlooked as a vital 

component contrary to the control of the Methodist Church. Lady Chatterley is much 

more interested in men for their intellectual conversations, although she has had sex 

prior to her marriage. Her husband not being capable of having sex, he does hint her 

that he would like a child and Constance finds Michaelis, an outsider, however, and 

was not born into the aristocracy like Clifford. Constance finds that she feels unfilled 

with Michaelis. She develops in control to go in a look of physical delight, and her 
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sexual crave is now crucial component opposite to the control of the Methodist 

Church. 

 The overwhelming power of the inner biological desire for pleasure in D.H. 

Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s Lover. Inner desire of sexual orgasm fails in Clifford’s 

biological life. His failure creates Constance to seek sexual orgasm beyond marriage 

bond. Clifford’s manliness become impotent in the age of machines. The war 

machines have destroyed his life and depended on the machine, wheelchair becomes 

his inevitable need. Man’s power become weak and dependent. Absence of sexual 

orgasm prevented happiness in his conjugal life. The writer, Rachael P. Mines argues, 

“[D]ecline of subsequent coitus stimulation brings deprived of its mutual quality in 

relationship” (5). Failure of sexual orgasm made Constance to forget Church Morals 

and flee away from the Methodist Church regulation. Clifford Chatterley lacks the 

ability to use his lower body due to war injury and relies on a wheelchair for body 

movement. His paralyzed body prevented him to have sexual orgasm with his wife 

and depends on machine which limits his knowledge of the world. D.H. Lawrence in 

Lady Chatterley’s Lover writes, “Then he sat down on his heels and peered under the 

chair, poking with his finger at the greasy little engine, and resenting the grease-marks 

on his clean Sunday shirt” (189). He reels the gun, takes off his coat and takes help of 

human made machine.  Man become slave of machines, Peter R. Sedgwick’s 

theorizes:  

Yet, Nietzsche does not pause to consider the possibility that the kind of 

transcendence he craves is not something located in the realm of his fondest 

imaginings but in the everyday world of the street and others like him. His 

consideration of others is usually starkly contrasted between the impersonal 

and the realm of personal friendship. (187-8) 
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Clifford’s matters is getting the machine move along with the wheel chair wherever 

he aims to reach his destination. Anything standing in wheel chair’s paths are 

destroyed and technological orgasm meets in the absence of sexual orgasm in 

conjugal life. Rachel P. Mines states, “Intercourse sufficiently with or without the 

resolution now medically defined as orgasm, or that normal women experienced no 

sexual feelings at all. Both views assisted in the camouflage of orgasmic treatments” 

(3). The detachment from human and attachment with machines makes camouflage in 

biological sexual orgasm in the life of Clifford and Constance. This section deals the 

complete failure in biological sexual orgasm in Constance and Clifford’s conjugal 

life.  

 Spiritual orgasm in the Methodist Church fails in regulating the Christian 

believers. Use of technology, war and the fluctuation of economy after the war leaves 

people to search for new things for survival. Miners and aristocrats comes spiritual 

lacking.  Aristocrat Clifford doubts the spiritual orgasm in physical life. He assumes 

spiritual ascension deprives physical presence. In D.H. Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s 

Lover Clifford says, “I think there is something in the idea that the universe is 

physically wasting and spiritually ascending” (235). In his speech Connie finds him 

physically failure in God’s spiritual realm. Clifford is spiritually blown out but 

Connie finds her wasting physically and sees God’s idiotic mess. She likes her 

physicality than spirituality. Clifford reaches spiritual orgasm which Connie finds as 

downfall, unimaginable types of graves, realm of an abstract and creatures forming in 

mess. Spiritual orgasm separates biological orgasm as Peter R. Sedgwick in Friedrich 

Nietzsche’s Nietzsche’s Economy overviews, “[I]t has 'ruined spiritual health” (176). 

Sedgwick finds economic failure leads physical deterioration which finally ruins 

spiritual health. Soul body and minds are circular in the human life as Biblical text 
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says, “For as the body without the spirit is dead” (285). Connie assumes spiritual 

death in the weaknesses of Clifford’s physical health. She sees him as a physical 

corpses. Thus, this section represents the failure of spiritual orgasm in a physical state. 

Clifford is no more a spiritual being but as a physical corpses on the earth.  

 Lady Chatterley counters ideal of sexual purity out of Victorian point. In the 

leading figure male spares the role model in prowess of male consciousness. Semi-

paralyzed, Clifford suggests the idea into Constance’s mind that he may have a child 

yet. The power in sexual purity may come back, even if the muscles of the hips and 

legs are paralyzed. He hopes the seed may be transferred. D.H. Lawrence in Lady 

Chatterley’s Lover inspects Clifford’s real man power in the lines, “[W]hen he had his 

periods of energy and worked so hard at the question of the mines, as if his sexual 

potency were returning. Connie had looked at him in terror. But she was quite quick-

witted enough to use his suggestion for her own reservation. For she would have a 

child if she could: but not his” (pp148-9). On the fulfillment human regeneration 

through a celebration of carnal desire, an ideal sexuality constituted a conspicuous 

deviation from the prevailing puritanical ideologies of the Methodist Church 

Ordinance. Observance on sexual pleasure beyond sexual purity is provoked in the 

life of Constance.  The philosopher, Immanuel Kant in The Moral Law claims, “[T]he 

principle of morality, not only wholly unsuitable for the purpose, but is even highly 

injurious to the purity of morals (93). The essence of sexual pleasure is counter to 

moral purity. Physical desire overwhelms away from indescribable morals. George J. 

Zytaruk on ‘The Phallic Vision: D. H. Lawrence and V. V. Rozanov’ writes: The 

writer Kingsley Widmer’s The Art of Perversity (1962) observes, “[C]omments of the 

spate of full length books about Lawrence published in the "sixties" broaches the 

question of the relationship between Rozanov and D. H. Lawrence. And even in this 
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work the subject is relegated to an extended note at the back of the book. “In 

explaining Lawrence's rejection of moral imperatives” (1). The writer Lawrence’s 

justification of the rejection of moral obligations promulgated in the lives of 

Constance and Clifford. Clifford unable to grip his wife under regulated masculine 

power and Lady Chatterley goes off the moral constraints.  

 The Methodist Christian Denomination shows the departure of 

dominance of male sexual control over woman character Lady Chatterley, who is in 

search of physical pleasure, crosses the border of marital bond.  Lady Chatterley 

indulges with men to quench her physical desire. For the carnal desire her journey 

starts from the husband’s presence. She explorers herself but Clifford hesitates to 

travel. It is vivid in the Lady Chatterley’s Lover, D.H. Lawrence states in Clifford’s 

words, “I won’t travel abroad,” said Clifford promptly” (152).  But Connie travels 

from the center of England, Mansfield in East and Nottingham towards South. A 

journey for quest of physical pleasure leaving her husband Clifford behind. Clifford 

does not hold Lady Chatterley with him. He loses her on her journey. Man’s power is 

weaken. In The Elimination of Morality Anne Maclean claims, “[T]he limiting power 

of moral conceptions-the power of such conceptions to impose limits upon what it is 

permissible to do even to achieve an indisputably good end (such as the saving of 

lives)” (139). Clifford’s moral power is eliminated by his wife. The concept of power 

is dominated in the journey of sexual pleasure. Lady Chatterley’s wild nature of 

physical desires are set free in the departure of male power, a moral power does not 

harvest fruits in Clifford’s conjugal life. 

 The power of male sexuality in Lady Chatterley’s Lover appears to take off 

the supremacy of Methodist Denomination in the male sex by showing the protagonist 

Lady Chatterley, who is in the pursuit of physical pleasure, crosses the companions of 
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the conjugal life exclusively in the sexual preference. Duncan Forbes, Lady 

Chatterley’s man friend releases freedom for sex. D.H. Lawrence in Lady Chatterley’s 

Lover writes, “Connie, but give her an exquisite pleasure and a sense of freedom and 

life? He had released her warm, natural sexual flow. And for that they would hound 

him down” (267). Duncan Forbes being a man of power permits his sex power to be 

used by the woman, and he is certain about laid down by the woman in sexual act. He 

loses resistance and the freedom in sexual pleasure woman receives. His emotional 

and physical attachments are closely related as Bernard Gert in Morality: Its Nature 

and Justification critiques, “The power of emotional attachment to other beings is not 

affected by whether or not they are moral agents” (144). No moral agents can control 

the carnal desire in men and women. They are elements of uncontrolled taboos.   Peter 

R. Sedgwick in Nietzsche’s Economy remarks, “[T]he desire for freedom. The spirit 

metamorphoses into a 'lion' because freedom (at least as Nietzsche understands it 

here) and reverence do not mix (121). A lion of self-practice of Leones for the carnal 

desire. Man’s submission and the woman’s acceptance both matches in taking off 

male supremacy and transformation of male dominance in the woman. 

The flights of Methodist Christian Denomination's supremacy of male sexual 

power 

by introducing the protagonist, woman Chatterley, who crosses the border of the conj

ugal relationship in the frequency of physical joy. The rise of women’s rights 

movement, industrial revolution and intellectual circles around Clifford discusses 

about open sex which causes Lady Chatterley to move beyond conjugal life from the 

point of male domination under the Methodist Church regulation. An Irishman, 

Charles May, Hammod, Tommy Dukes and others talks about sex openly. In Lady 

Chatterley’s Lover, in Clifford’s words,  
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Well, Charlie and I believe that sex is a sort of communication like speech. Let 

any woman start a sex conversation with me’ and it's natural’. In the 

conversation, Dukes says to Charlie, '[…] sex is just another form of talk, 

where you act the words instead of saying them. I suppose it's quite true. I 

suppose we might exchange as many sensations and emotions with women as 

we do ideas about the weather, and so on. Sex might be a sort of normal 

physical conversation between a man and a woman. (37) 

The novelist Lawrence ponders men in the talk does not concentrate on the Church 

Convention, even the tradition helps by having a son as heir,  but woman Lady 

Chatterley utters to her men friend, “I’am sorry we can’t have a son” (43). Finale 

decision is taken by the woman, not by men in power. Robert A. Hinde argues, 

“Many hate the occupying powers for their interference and seek to destroy law and 

order” (167). Neither men keeps nor women in Lady Chatterley’s Lover follows the 

Church Domination of Male supremacy. Men breaks the sexual act of taboo, so does 

women.  

 Significantly, D.H. Lawrence in Lady Chatterley’s Lover (1928) appears to 

take off the power of Methodist Christian Denomination’s weak dealings by 

showing the most courageous woman female protagonist, Constance Chatterley, who, 

in the pursuit of physical pleasure, crosses the conjugal relationship to reach choices 

of companions. Constance known as Connie considers companions having intimate 

relationship. In Lady Chatterley’s Lover, it is stated through the Connie’s speech, 

“Men can love women and talk to them. I don't see how they can love them 

WITHOUT talking, and being friendly and intimate. How can they?' (58). Connie’s 

indication of having relationship with men are signal for sexual pleasure which are 

shown by Robert A. Hinde in Bending The Rules which deals established 
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relationships in robust bond is breaking the moral codes, “Once status relationships 

have been established, the force of authority can be so powerful that it can be used to 

cause individuals to act in ways contrary to their moral belief” (42). The moral belief 

and practices have been taken off from the existing society where Clifford and Connie 

lives beyond its grip. 

This section presents the departure of Methodist Christian Denomination’s 

prowess of male sexual power by presenting the daring Lady Chatterley, who, crosses 

the occupants of marital bond in pursuit of physical pleasure. Sexual mores are 

observed in free will not in restricted existing moral beliefs and practices. Physical 

pleasures are meted out beyond conjugal bond by the protagonist Constance beyond 

prowess of manly power. Sex is a way of communication leading to intimate 

relationship not as a taboo or a sin but a biological needs to fulfill in will power. The 

moral rules does not hold the ultimate instinct of human life in pursuit of physical 

pleasure.  

D.H. Lawrence’s lady Chatterley’s Lover (1928) modifies the normative 

sexual rules practiced in the Methodist Christian Denomination through 

insufficiencies in the conjugal life of Clifford and Constance. Lady Chatterley 

abandons her husband and keeps an affair challenging moral codes that crosses social 

boundaries at a time of sexual repression. She chooses gamekeeper Oliver Mellors 

instead of sexually weak husband Clifford. His Phallic erection is not active. Her wish 

to have manly power as Mellors’ description of John Thomas sexual power wanes 

gradually. Clifford can’t rise for sexual relation in life anymore. His physical 

disabilities thrives Constance’s impulses to have an affair outside marriage bond. 

Constance’s husband’s inadequacies of sexual power evokes her to view Clifford as a 

dying grown child in vain. His fear overwhelms, inability of dynamic sexual 
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formation in quarries of his friend Tommy Dukes. His wife’s unsatisfactory marital 

relationship brings displeasure resulting normative sexual rules to disrupt within the 

Church regulation.  

 Recourse of the Protagonist beyond marriage in D.H. Lawrence’s Lady 

Chatterley’s Lover. Disruption of normative marital relationship followed in the 

Conventional society by failing in Clifford and Constance’s conjugal life. The 

normative marriage relationships involves man and woman uniting within certain 

communal and existing values. Social value claims, “[T]wo people fall into a sort of 

unison, they vibrate so intricately to one another. That's the real secret of marriage” 

(46). But for Constance marriage is just an excursion with her husband. In Lady 

Chatterley’s Lover D.H. Lawrence transcribes, “Connie sat and listened in a sort of 

wonder, and a sort of fear. She did not know if he was right or not. There was 

Michaelis, whom she loved; so she said to herself. But her love was somehow only an 

excursion from her marriage with Clifford” (46). The norms of moral practices must 

be vague in order to practical content. For Clifford his married wife Constance was 

merely a wife to him just as Kathleen Marie Higgins’ Nietzsche’s Gay Science 

theorizes, “The idealized beloved of a knight was almost never his wife. Most often 

she belonged to someone else, and love was expressed secretively (sometimes 

physically). Marriage was considered an obligatory arrangement, while the love of the 

knight and his lady was free” (19). As Nietzsche’s comic relief Beloved was almost 

never his wife. So as Constance is not his wife in physical pleasure. She is thinly his 

wife specifically someone’s in sexual relation. His physical disability and her want 

with someone distances the conventional marriage bond.  

 The modification of traditional marital relationship preceded by 

disappointment in Clifford and Constance’s conjugal life in the Methodist Christian 
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Church shown in D.H. Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s Lover. Both characters, husband 

Clifford and wife Constance’s relationships varies after the outbreak of war. 

Clifford’s war injuries disables his physical sexuality and Constance’s longing for 

physical pleasure distances internally. They modifies their relationships dealing with 

literary writings and soldier friends and contemporary intellectuals. Constance 

engages in sensual relation beside her husband’s notice. Married couple disappoints 

each other not having sensual fulfilment though they tries to keep up the best marital 

vows as the Church ordinates to remain consistent in marital bond. Constance’s zeal 

to find pleasure fulfilling sensual partner causes her to depart from the bond. Clifford 

and Constance’s unfulfilled desires diverted from the conscious state of Christian’s 

belief system. Disappointments in physical pleasures emptiness induces to flee from 

the Church’s tradition.  

 Lady Constance is a revolutionary character thriving for her sexual desires 

to fulfill on the journey her inclination rests upon various men, Michaelis to whom, 

she loved him and wanted to marry him. Even her husband sees disintegration in her 

and suggests of having sex and bear a son if she wants. But her mind unrests in it and 

keeps a relation with Miner Oliver Mellors, a gamekeeper of her husband Clifford. 

Her admiration goes beyond the border of marital vows and feelings towards Mellors 

are: 

He was to the hips, his velveteen breeches slipping down over his slender 

loins. And his white slim back was curved over a big bowl of soapy water, in 

which he ducked his head, shaking his head with a queer, quick little motion, 

lifting his slender white arms, and pressing the soapy water from his ears, 

quick, subtle as a weasel playing with water and utterly alone. (67)    
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She plunges her emotions and desires for sensual fulfilment with him after luring 

scene. Her erotic level increases in seeing his stature. She exchanges her unfulfilled 

pleasure from Clifford with Mellors. Clifford was crippled and weak but alternatively 

Mellors in her eyes finds strong and tempting. She selects latest one. The writer 

Kathleen Marie Higgins distinguishes between old and new as weak and strong in 

Nietzsche’s Gay Science, “Nietzsche proposes an alternative dichotomy which reflects 

relative and contingent relationships within the natural world, "strong" and "weak" 

(59). The alternative ideal selection of match in Constance’s life, her choice of strong, 

eye catching man than the old and cripple husband Clifford.  

 Transformations of customary marital relationship preceded by way of 

functionality of dissatisfaction in Clifford and Constance’s marital existence in the 

Methodist Church ordinance in D.H. Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s Lover (1928). 

Constance being disappointed with her own real womanhood, lacks something 

unimaginable to herself, in quest of filling missing gap in life tries to transfuse from 

the state she is with, In the Lady Chatterley’s Lover, Lawrence’s description of 

Constance is, “Disappointed of its real womanhood, it had not succeeded in becoming 

boyish, and unsubstantial, and transparent; instead it had gone opaque” (71). 

Clifford’s functioning of aristocratic ruling above working class, and its fate in the 

gulf of individual determination indicates Constance to transform as revolutionary in 

the existing societal observances. Anne Maclean argues, “Moral thinking, as I said 

before, must proceed in moral terms; but pure utilitarianism, I shall argue, eliminates 

moral terms-it contains nothing that can serve as a measure or standard of moral 

action” (115). Maclean’s argument matches Constance’s rejection of old thinking and 

proceeds in a determination transforming herself, aiming physical pleasure at 

existence. Constance’s scans several men for pleasure and joy within the border of 
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church governance. In ‘The Radicalism of Lady Chatterley's Lover,’ Calvin Bedient 

reviews, “No breath of compromise stains its radicalism. Either society is redeemable, 

in other words, subject to total transformation, or a pure negation, from which seekers 

after life are wise to flee” (415). As reviewer’s clue Constance discards the existing 

values in radical change. Her flippant movements created new self in the society. She 

negates the society’s condition on her to remain in fixities. She redeems society 

through her radical turn.   

 Modernizes the Methodist Christian Denomination’s ritual marital rules by 

inadequacies in the marital life of Clifford and Constance in D.H. Lawrence’s Lady 

Chatterley’s Lover (1928). Constance’s sexual desires from being concealed in her 

unconsciousness to the gradual exposure in her consciousness; in the moments of 

romance between Connie and Mellors; the regeneration of her body and spirit with 

Mellors’s dynamic relationship between man and woman, and also self and the 

society exists. Connie's relationship with Mellors reveals harmony which have been 

absent from ritual love relationship with Clifford. Constance’s ritual love affair with 

Clifford grows dissatisfaction in Lady Chatterley’s Lover, “A strange, weary 

yearning, a dissatisfaction had started in her. Clifford did not notice: those were not 

things he was aware of. But the stranger knew. To Connie, everything in her world 

and life seemed worn out, and her dissatisfaction was older than the hills” (50). 

Dissatisfaction in Constance grows resulting to align with Mellors. In Infinite 

Autonomy Jeffrey Church’s theorizations are: 

Few reasons reaches to understand the nature of the spiritual flaws and 

dissatisfaction with modern society, recognizes the origin of the reactive 

tendency that persists in people’s life. The concerns of Rousseau are, in 

essence, the recurrent obsessive patterns of modern life. Also, the infinite in 
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circumstance means individuals seek satisfaction for their particular desires in 

a condition not only in which they cannot achieve it, but also in which raises 

increasing needs and dissatisfaction. (81)  

Constance plunges into dissatisfaction in the ritualistic marriage relationship with 

Clifford and created needs for advanced satisfaction for conjugal life.  

 This section presents modification of the normative sexual rules practiced in 

the Methodist Church Denomination finding modes to have an affair, challenging 

moral codes that crosses social boundaries of sexual repression in ritual marital bod. 

Ceremonial marriage relationships involves man and woman uniting within certain 

communal and existing values.  Constance being disappointed with her own real 

womanhood, lacks something unimaginable to herself, in quest of filling missing gap 

in life tries to transfuse from the state she is in with. Constance’s sexual desires from 

being concealed in her unconsciousness to the gradual exposure in her consciousness; 

in the moments of romance between Connie and Mellors; the regeneration of her body 

and spirit with Mellors’s dynamic relationship between man and woman, and also self 

and the society. Lady Constance, a revolutionary character thriving for her sexual 

desires to fulfill on the journey her inclination flies above various men, Michaelis to 

whom, she loved, and wanted to marry him. Even her husband sees disintegration in 

her and suggests of having sex and bear a son if she wants. In all these actions she 

transforms herself from the existing marital practices. 

D.H. Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s Lover (1928) implies disenchantments of 

the Methodist Church in controlling internal natural needs of the individuals as the 

natural inclination in human life by bringing into Constance the wild self in journey of 

physical joy in exterior marriage. The disenchantments springs up in Constance’ life. 

She loses her patient of content and lives a life with full of bores. Men and women, 
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Wragby State, connubial time, the economy and hidden physical desire bores, her fear 

and the Clifford’ physical imparity, and manuscript’s bores. Every day is a bore. She 

bored herself from the ritual marriage. Internal desires are kept imprisoned about to 

burst at any time and space in anger, in wrath in radical violence. The 

disenchantments within her culminates boredom returning disenfranchisement and 

boredom from her husband and friends. People’s vitalities are disenchanted, 

discontented, anger and unspoken dissatisfactions are thinly sustaining each other in 

times of need of physical pleasures and joy in awaiting celebration of joy.  

 In controlling the individual’s inner natural needs as a natural inclination in 

human life by bringing the wild self into Constance on the journey of physical delight 

in exterior marriage is disenchanted in the formation of Church and its governing. The 

model character, Clifford and Constance’s marital relationships have gone through 

several stages of boredom in the church governance. In her frustration Constance 

utters, “The steam of so much boredom, and discontent and anger out of all the 

people, just kills the vitality in the air. I'm sure of it” (94). Conformity to the image 

for remaining with one man and woman, husband and wife after marital ceremonies 

regulated by the authorities in the society but nonconformist breaks the sexual rule to 

satisfy the physical deeds. Peter Toohey claims: 

Sexual rule breaking is directed against the boring conformity – in the eyes of 

the rule breaker – of modern society. If boredom flattens the contours of life, 

dramatic and shocking activity – usually of a sexual nature – can restore some 

of its highs and lows. It can get the dopamine flowing. But the desire for 

shocking and transgressed experience is nowadays viewed as so normal that it 

is hard to see it as an alternative to anything. Sex has pervaded our whole 

society. (78) 
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Boredom’s nature is melancholic in traits of misapplication of sexual conformity 

indicated in the changing society. The society, modern in nature consists of the rule 

breakers. When boredom flattens the reliefs of life, a sad and gloomy, often its lows 

and peaks can be revealed, restored by action that is dramatic and shocking, usually 

sexual resulting in shocking and stimulating and transgresses the laws.  

 Disenchantment in controlling the individual internal needs as a common 

inclination in human life by bringing the desolate self into Constance on the journey 

of physical enchant in outer marriage. Married couple intrudes each other’s peace and 

harmony after dissatisfactory marriage bond. Clifford tries to hold control of his wife 

Constance to remain under the ritual intimacy and both encroaches Oliver Mellors 

territory desiring to enslave as efficient miner by Clifford and sexual mate by 

Constance. Streams of mingling and separating exchanges in the relationship, 

Constance with Mellors and Clifford with both. These two streams never comingle, 

Constance and Clifford, married but cannot mingle for physical pleasure and 

Constance and Mellors, cannot mingle as husband and wife because Constance is 

married and inclination is to have physical pleasure.  

 The customary marriage with Clifford, Constance disenchanted in pleasure, 

she takes initiation to calm dissatisfied pleasure. Her discontented inner desire leader 

her into disenchantments. She is sexually discontented with her married husband, 

physical displeasure and with Mellors being as husband and wife disenchanted 

relationship. D.H. Lawrence speak through the mouth of Hilda, Constance’s sister, 

“Connie's man could be a bit sulky, and Hilda's a bit jeering. But that is how men are! 

Ungrateful and never satisfied. When you don't have them they hate you because you 

won't; and when you do have them they hate you again, for some other reason. Or for 

no reason at all, except that they are discontented children” (11). Freud’s theory 
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Civilization and Its Discontents (1930) inspects strange, bizarre, the concepts of 

human psyche rather than title Civilization and its Discontents proposes, he 

investigates civilization affects the individual negatively. To recognize a dimension 

between Civilization and its Discontents. Lady Chatterley, a remarkably discontented 

in the world she is living in an industrial world, New England, modern world, death of 

human intuitive faculty. Dead, Half corpses. New England, as Connie knew when she 

came to live in it produced a new race of humanity on the intuitive side still dead, 

over conscious in money, material goods, and social and political side. In Lady 

Chatterley’s Lover, it is engraved, “All half-corpses, in the other half with an awful 

insistent perception. There was something unique about it all and underground. It's 

been an underworld” (154). Constance’s half corpse’s mirrors own downfall in 

marriage and disenchants on her journey to quest pleasure. Her internal 

disenchantment leads to experience violence death of Civilization.  

 Human impulses are manifested in the search for sexual pleasure beyond 

Clifford and Constance's conjugal life through individual character modelling mores, 

Clifford and Constance ruins custom marriage in the hope of life through individual 

character modeling for quest of sexual joy beyond conjugal life. It depicts instincts of 

human mores. Clifford and Connie ruins customary marriage in a hope of finding 

sexual delight. At every circumstantial edge it is around physical value. The creation 

of delights amid human life is inescapable. Each individual has an operational need to 

shower one after another.   
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